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How can you measure the accessibility of a technical writing tool? This article describes special Anastasia in Technical
Writing on 3/12/ min read.

The idea behind Section is ensuring that the Internet and electronic technology used by Federal agencies are
adapted for use by people with disabilities. Unclear antecedents An antecedent is a word, phrase, or clause
referred to by another word, which is usually a pronoun like it, they, or who. Which dashes go where? Well,
what can I say - they look great and I am so proud of their achievement! Ambiguity can occur when there is
more than one possible antecedent. Principles of Technical Writing - Svetoslav 7. Conclusion We are trying to
bring awareness to the problem of inclusivity in technical writing in this blog, and we are glad to say that a lot
of progress has been made. You need to ensure that nothing gets lost in translation. They provide content as
web pages that are viewed in a browser. API guides are written for the developer community and are used to
explain the application programming interfaces. For example, a technical writer might evaluate a building that
is for sale and produce a trip report that highlights his or her findings and whether or not he or she believes the
building should be purchased. Knowing the audience is important to accuracy because the language will be
tailored according to what they understand about the subject at hand. When should you use hyphens? It is
worth mentioning here that thanks to all customization possibilities of our online documentation tool, creating
accessible documentation for readers is very easy, too. Share it with others: Related Posts. The manager is
responsible for them. Notably, in , Joseph D. Most projects begin with a proposalâ€”a document that describes
the purpose of a project, the tasks that will be performed in the project, the methods used to complete the
project, and finally the cost of the project. Technical writers of today are often responsible for authoring pages
on websites like "About Us" pages or product pages and are expected to be proficient in web development
tools. Image editing software. The content may be created in help centre software, such as Zendesk , or in help
authoring tools or component content management systems that can create a help centre as an HTML output.
The prevalence of jargon and complex concepts add further cognitive loads, and it all adds up. For example,
consider the sentence: For breakfast we like eggs and to grill bacon. The tone may switch abruptly from warm
and chatty to scientific. This can be disconcerting, if not downright confusing. When we review the text, we
see only what we meant â€” we miss the potential for uncertainty. It can take various forms, but essentially it
means using matching grammatical structures in words, phrases or clauses that should work in parallel. Jumps
in tone or tense can be overlooked even more easily than typos and grammatical errors. Some examples of
technical writing include: Instructions and procedures are documents that help either developers or end users
operate or configure a device or program. Principles of Technical Writing - George Click on the following link
to watch a recording of the webinar that explains these principles: Discussion. Creating a simple outline will
help you structure it appropriately and optimally.


